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Comment on “Level Statistics of Quantum Dots
Coupled to Reservoirs”

In a recent Letter, Königet al. describe how two levels
of a quantum dot are broadened by the coupling to
external reservoir [1]. To do this they consider that the
two levels of the dot are nearest neighbors in ener
and are well separated from other levels. They find th
when the coupling to the reservoir increases, the spec
weight of one of these two statess, after being roughly a
Lorentzian when the widthGs is smaller than the distance
De between the two levels, evolves into a structure ma
of a sharp peak located at the center of the two leve
plus a broad contribution. Since each peak moves towa
the middle of the original levels, this motion is analyze
in terms of level attraction. We show here that th
conclusions of Ref. [1] are very specific to the case
two levels. Considering that more than two levels lea
to a different description, namely, each spectral weight
actually split intoseveral peaks so that it is meaningless
to analyze the results in terms of level attraction. W
consider the same Hamiltonian as in Ref. [1]
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This generalizes the Hamiltonian considered in Ref. [
to m discrete levels coupled to a continuum. Th
spectral weight of a given levels is given byAs�v� �
2ImGss�v 1 i01��p. The Green’s functionGms

obey them 3 m matrix equation:
P

m MlmGms � dl,s
where Mlm � �v 2 el�dlm 2 Slm, with Slm �
2ip

P
k TklT�

kmd�v 2 ek�. Since the density of states
in the reservoirs forms a continuum,Slm can be rewritten
as Slm � 2ip�TklT�

km�r0, where the density of states
of the continuum,r0, is supposed to be constant. In
the case considered in Ref. [1] where the tunnel matr
elements are assumed to be independent of the reser
state,Tks � Ts, the above matrix can be diagonalize
and the Green’s function can be calculated. We find

Gss�v� � gs�v�
2 1 i
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lfis Glgl�v�
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l Glgl�v�
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where Gl � 2pjTlj
2r0 is the width of a level without

coupling between levels.gl�v� � �v 2 el�21. The
complex eigenvalues�ẽa 1 iG̃a	 are solutions of

X

l

Gl�2

ẽa 1 iG̃a 2 el

� i . (3)

When theGl increase and become large compared
the average distance between levelsD, the spectral weight
As�v� of each level is split intoa series of �m 2 1� peaks
whose centers are given by

P
l�ẽa 2 el�21 � 0 and are
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FIG. 1. Spectral weightAs�v� for the 2nd out of four discrete
levels whose unperturbed energies are figured by vertical lin
All the widths Ga are taken equal toGs � G. (a) G�d � 0.1
(thin lines); G�d � 1. (b) G�d � 3. (c) G�d � 3; here the
bare levels are not equidistant�2d,d, 2d�. d is the distance
between the 2nd and the 3rd levels.

placed at intermediate positions between the unperturb
levels [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Their widths̃Ga are given of
the order of�

P
l�Gl�2���el 2 ẽa�2�21 
 D2�G whereG

is the typical value of a bare level. The correspondin
spectral weights areAa

s � 1���ẽa 2 es�2
P

l 1��el 2

ẽa�2�. The �m 2 1� peaks actually carry�1 2 1�m� of
the spectral weight. The rest is carried by a very bro
Lorentzian of width

P
l Gl. When two neighboring levels

are well separated from others the spectral weight tends
concentrated on only one peak, the situation considered
Ref. [1]. However, as it is shown in Fig. 1(c), the weigh
of other peaks may be not negligible.

Finally we note that this structure is extremely sensitiv
to the type of coupling to the reservoirs. References [1
assume a constant couplingTks � Ts. The most general
case �TlikTklj � fi �Tlik� �Tklj � has also been discusse
in Ref. [2]. When the couplings to the reservoir leve
are uncorrelated and symmetric so that�TlikTklj � �
�Tlik� �Tklj � � 0 for i fi j, the off-diagonal elements
in the matrix M vanish and one finds that each leve
coupled to the continuum is broadened into a Lorentzi
according to the Fermi golden rule; neither its center n
its width are altered: “The resonances do not talk to ea
other.” The coupling between resonances is thus critica
dependent on the type of coupling with the reservoirs.
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